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PT107 10” x 7” Heavy Duty Planer Thicknesser

This Planer Thicknesser is perfectly suited 
to the discerning woodworker who 
expects professional, reliable performance 
from a solid and durable machine but 
doesn’t have the space or budget for a 
larger industrial machine. 

Heavy duty cast iron tables give this 
machine a degree of accuracy not found 
elsewhere on machines of this capacity 
or price bracket - infeed table is easily 
and accurately adjusted using the robust 
lever and clear depth scale. In addition, 
the PT107 also boasts an outfeed table 
adjustment facility, meaning truly exact 
calibration can be achieved to ensure 
superior accuracy when planing.

For easy, rapid conversion to thicknessing 
mode, the hood is a large, steel one-piece 
swinging design. The thicknessing table 
is supported by a substantial central 
column, giving plenty of support to 
even the heaviest workpieces. To aid the 
thicknessing of particularly difficult stock, 
a clutch is provided on the thicknessing 
feed to allow removal of stock if 
jamming occurs. This also means that the 
thicknesser can be disengaged when not 
in use to save wear and tear on  
internal parts.

RRP £1099.99

THICKNESSER FEED RATE:  

5 Metres / Minute

CUTTER BLOCK KNIVES: 3

CUTTER BLOCK DIAMETER: 

75 mm

MAXIMUM THICKNESSING 

HEIGHT: 190 mm 

MAXIMUM THICKNESSING 

WIDTH: 265 mm 

MAXIMUM THICKNESSER 

DEPTH OF CUT: 2 mm

MAXIMUM PLANING WIDTH: 

265 mm

MAXIMUM PLANER DEPTH OF 

CUT: 3 mm

PLANING TABLE LENGTH: 

1110 mm

MOTOR: 3 hp

WEIGHT: 162 kg

SIZE: H950 x W710 x D1110 mm

SPECIFICATIONS

Fine Adjustment Independent infeed and outfeed 
table adjustment allows for precision surface planing.

Dust Extraction Is possible in both planing and 
thicknessing modes due to the PT107’s large extraction 
hood, helping to avoid the build up of dust and  
large chippings. Easy flipover design with micro-switch 
for safety.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

RPPSJ Planer Blade 
Setting Jig 
Makes planer knife setting simple, 
easy and accurate. Can be used on 
all common planers (10” to 16”). 
RRP £49.99

PT107/W Jockey Style 
Wheel Kit  
Allows the machine to be easily 
re-positioned in the workshop. 
RRP £69.99

PT107/A Set Of 3 Planer 
Blades 
Pack of three replacement planer 
blades for PT107. 
RRP £39.99

Thicknessing Table Has a large rise and fall 
handwheel and easy to read scale for fine adjustment.

Guard The guard is easily adjusted to allow for varying 
sizes of timber.

“The PT107 is extremely well built, with heavy cast 
iron tables polished to a fine finish. 
The fence is excellent, with plenty of length and 
height to ensure consistent support when edge 
planing. The cast iron tilt-and-lock adjustment is 
particularly sturdy. 
This machine feels more like a proper industrial 
model in use. The sheer weight minimises  
any vibration.“

Value for money:

Performance:

The Woodworker

“Here you have a machine that has the meat to 
take on heavier stuff when required, while still 
maintaining a small footprint...Price-wise its probably 
about £200-£300 more than an entry level model 
but if you want a solid performer with excellent build 
quality, it’s worth saving up for this machine.” 

Good Woodworking

What They Say...

OPTIONAL FITMENT CONSUMABLES

CWA195  
Silicone Spray 500ml 
Anti static properties make it ideal 
for treating machinery, designed to 
stop the adhering of many messy 
substances to most surfaces. 
RRP £7.99
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Central Column The thicknessing table is supported 
by a sturdy central column for superior stability and 
easy rise and fall adjustment.

Cutter Block The three knife cutterblock ensures an 
excellent finish.

Sturdy Fence System The fence can tilt up to 45º 
and is supported by a strong mounting system.

Changeover to thicknessing mode is quick and easy 
thanks to the one-piece swinging hood design and 
gull-wing tables.


